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We think the design of this brochure is
great as is! But, if you do not agree, you
are able to make it yours by making a few
minor design tweaks! Tips on updating
specific features are available throughout
this example text.

This brochure is designed
with
education
Our
family
in mind. It has a playful
yet learning
feel
collages
are just
to it. Promote your childhood education
one of the many
program easily using this brochure.
diversity projects
that we do at
school. It’s a great
way to learn about
each other’s
family and to see
how similar and
different we are!
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Space… the final frontier. These are
theother
voyages
of Teddy
Have
images
you Bear
wishPreschool,
to use? It is
its
1-month
mission…
to
explore
strange
simple to replace any of the pictures
in
worlds… to
seek out
new life
and
thisnew
pamphlet.
Simply
double
click
in the
new civilizations…
to boldly
go where
no
Header
of any page.
Click twice
on the
image youchild
wishhas
to gone
change.
Images in the
before!

background might need an extra click as
We are having
blast
exploring ourgrouped
they
part ofa the
background’s
solar system!
the until
different
images.
KeepFrom
clicking
your selection
handles
are around
the planet
one image
characteristics
of each
to theyou
wish
to
replace.
many tools that astronauts and
astronomers use. Here we have Room 1
Once
the image
you
wish
replace is
students
learning
about
ourtobrightest
selected,
you can either select “Change
planet, Venus, and about our littlest
Picture” from the short cut menu, or click
plant Pluto!

on “Fill” and choose the option for
“Picture.”

“Earth is where
we live! There is
more water than
green land. We
have to let the
glue dry before
we can take this
project home!”

The Honey Pot
Newsletter

Teddy Bear
Preschool LLC

-Kingsley
Marlowe rolls a
number die and it
lands with 3 dots
facing up:
“That’s 1, 2, 3 dots
that means I move
3 dots up! Now its
your turn Hendrix!”
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Parent Corner

“I’m being

Customize Heading/Text
careful Ms. A!”
says Owen as
he walks slowly
with the filled
cup of water in
his hand.
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Limitless sensory activities!

You can easily change the overall colors of
the template
with just
a few
clicks. Go to
From
getting hands
deep
in blue-colored
the
Design
tab
and
click
on
Colors.
From
shaving cream to exploring different
the
list
of
colors,
you
can
choose
a
types of succulents, Room 3’s sensory
different color scheme. As you hover over
exploration is a great way to work on
the different choices, you can see what the
writing
skills,
learn
about biology
and
overall feel
of the
document
will change
expand
artistic
creativity!
with each
different
option.
Changed the color and want to go back to
the original design? Easy! Just go back
to the Design tab and choose the Themes
option. From the list, click the option to
reset the theme of this template. And
just like that, your document color
scheme will be restored to its original!

to do at home!

Emmis
concentrates
as he focuses
on how many
popsicle
sticks he can
stick into the
playdough.

In this panel, you can highlight even more
information about your organization! Tell
Dry pasta!
Addare
scoops
and Don’t
cups
the1.audience
why you
the best!
be shy!for
Share,
explain,
and
tell
us
what
lots of play!
makes
your
so sandbox
great!
2. Makecompany
an indoor
with

items,
like
Plenty pantry
of text will
fit in
anyoatmeal!
of these
panels.
Simply click
on the
placeholders
3. Cornmeal
is also
a great
and add
your own text.
substitute
for sand when you’re
indoors.
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Bella smiles as
she and
another
classmate are
taking turns
with the cars.

4. Build a sandcastle out of brown
We think
the –design
of this
brochure is
sugar
it’s super
moldable!
great
as
is!
But,
if
you
do
not
agree, you
5. Shaving cream and watercolor
are able to make it yours by making a few
paint (Like
Room
3).on updating
minor design
tweaks!
Tips
6. Apple
sauce
cornstarch
to
specific
features
are and
available
throughout
this example
text.
make edible putty. (Nutella and
cornstarch work too!).
7. Tapioca/Boba beads are fun to
count and eat at the same time!

